Effects of cardiovascular autonomic function tests on QT dispersion in the 12-lead electrocardiogram of healthy patients.
Changes in autonomic tone modulate QT interval duration. How cardiovascular autonomic reflexes affect QT dispersion, a suggested marker of arrhythmia risk, is not well established. We studied 10 healthy young adult volunteer men during quiet and deep breathing, the Valsalva maneuver, sustained handgrip, hyperventilation, the cold pressor test, and mental stress. An automated method was used for measurement of QT-peak and QT-end intervals, and QT dispersion was defined as maximum-minimum of the measured intervals. QT-peak dispersion was greater on deep expiration than deep inspiration (49 +/- 20 ms vs 37 +/- 14 ms, P < .05). QT-end dispersion decreased in the tachycardia phase of the Valsalva maneuver (45 +/- 23 ms vs 35 +/- 21 ms, P < .05), but QT dispersion did not change during the other interventions. Rapid cardiovascular autonomic reflex adjustment does not change QT dispersion in healthy young adult men. However, large intrathoracic volume and intrathoracic pressure changes during forced respiratory movements might confound QT dispersion measurements.